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Abstract

Thequestionof whetherdeepwaterformationmighthaveoccurredin subtropicallatitudesin
the early Cenozoic is examined through use of a global ocean model forced by mixed boundary
conditions. Zonal mean surface temperatures and wind stresses are derived from an atmospheric
general circulation model (AGCM) simulation of the warm Paleocene/Eocene boundary interval
(~55 Ma) and are held constant for a series of sensitivity tests. The control case for moisture flux
(evaporationminusprecipitation,E-P),alsoderivedfrom theAGCM, is perturbedsothatthesub-
tropical evaporation increases and high latitude precipitation increases. A dramatic response is
seen in the temperature and salinity structure of the model ocean, but the perturbation does not
resultin deepconvectionin subtropicallatitudes.In all cases,bottomwateris formedin thesouth-
ernhighlatitudesandtheglobalmeridionaloverturningis characterizedby astronglyasymmetric
circulation. No multiple equilibria have been found for any particular E-P configuration. In the
most extreme case (5 x the control E-P), the model oscillates between meridional overturning cir-
culation “on” and “off.” Shorter-lived thermohaline slowing and reinvigoration is observed as a
transient response under less extreme E-P perturbations. Despite the high evaporation implied in
the perturbation experiments, mean mixed layer salinities in the subtropics do not rise much
above the control case due to efficient removal of salt (and heat) through deepened subduction
beneath the subtropical gyres. The sensitivity of the results to the parameterization of continental
runoff and the specified diapycnal mixing coefficient (Kv) are also examined. Distributing runoff
purely zonally, rather than globally, has approximately the same effect as a 50% increase in the
strengthof thehydrologiccycle.DecreasingKv to 0.3cm2 s-1 from thestandardvalueof 1.0cm2

s-1 increasesthesensitivity to anincreasedhydrologiccycleconsiderably, but in nocasedoeslow
latitudedeepwaterformationoccur, indicatingthatsubtropicalbottomwaterformationis implau-
siblein amodelwith somedegreeof realism.Theseexperimentssupportchangesin moistureflux
as a mechanism for ocean warming (largely in the thermocline through intermediate water
depths), but the process involved is deepened subtropical subduction and not subtropical deep
water formation.
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1. Intr oduction

1.1. The “WSBW” Hypothesis
The potential for a significant subtropical bottom water source [Berger, 1979;Brass et al.,

1982a, b;Railsback et al., 1990] frequently referred to as “warm saline bottom water” (WSBW),
during warm climate periods has been extensively debated since it was first suggested byCham-
berlin [1906]. Chamberlin proposed that dense, saline surface waters in the net evaporative lati-
tudes“slowly descendedandcreptpoleward,… substantiallymaintainingtheir temperaturesuntil
they rose to the surface in polar regions and gave their warmth to the atmosphere.” A meridional
overturning system such as this would resembleStommel’s [1961] second case, in which salinity
dominates the density difference between low and high latitudes and deep flow is from the
“warm” to the “cold” region.Berger [1979] noted that, during times of warm poles, salinity may
have played a more important part in driving deep circulation. He questioned the feasibility of
such a reversed circulation, however, noting that the most likely source of dense saline water
(largemarginalseas)appearto havebeenbrackishin mostareasin theCretaceous,exceptperhaps
small regions of the Tethys Seaway (Figure 1).

In the past several decades, however, mid- to late Cretaceous (~100-65 Ma) and early Ceno-
zoic (~65-49 Ma) geochemical, faunal and sedimentological records have frequently been inter-
pretedasreflectingchangesin therelativeimportanceof highlatitudedeepwatersource(s)andan
inferred subtropical warm, saline source, sometimes with abrupt climate change attributed to a
suddenreversalof themeridionaloverturningcirculation[Shackleton, 1982;OberhänsliandHsü,
1986;Prentice and Matthews, 1988;Kennett and Stott, 1990, 1991;Rea et al., 1990;Thomas,
1990;Mountain and Miller, 1992;Pak and Miller, 1992;Zachos et al., 1992; 1993;Kaiho et al.,
1996;ThomasandShackleton, 1996;Barrera etal., 1997].Thishasoccurreddespitethefactthat
thetruenatureof theverticalstructureof any earlyCenozoicoceanis poorlyconstrainedandthat
no direct evidence exists to indicate formation of warm saline bottom water in a subtropical sea-
way [Pak and Miller, 1995;Crowley, 1999]. The geologic evidence cited byBrass et al. [1982b]
as indicative of low latitude bottom water formation is the benthicδ18O data that reflect bottom
water cooling from ~15°C in the Cretaceous to the modern values of less than 2°C. However,
without consideration of the accompanying decrease in high latitude upper ocean temperatures,
the inference of a decreasing low latitude bottom water source from the oxygen isotope trend is
subject to debate.

Potentially, themostreliableindicatorof relativebottomwaterageandproximity to sourceis
the carbon isotopic composition of benthic foraminifera  [Curry and Lohmann, 1982]. However,
the utility of this proxy record is limited in many intervals because of removal of calcareous sedi-
ments through dissolution, uncertainties regarding the isotopic composition of end-member car-
bon sources, uncertainty in the fractionation of carbon by extinct benthic species, and data that
may yet be too sparse to reliably reconstruct global deep water circulation patterns for the Creta-
ceous and early Cenozoic. Some limited benthicδ13C data has been interpreted as supportive of
the existence of a subtropical bottom water source for a brief interval of time at or near the Pale-
ocene/Eoceneboundary, at~55.5Ma [Miller etal., 1987;Thomas, 1990;ThomasandShackleton,
1996]. The region most often cited as the locus for potential WSBW formation is the Tethys Sea-
way (Fig. 1). In the early Cenozoic, the Tethys Seaway occupied 25% more surface area in the
subtropical evaporative latitudes than exists in the northern hemisphere today.

Thetheoreticalbasisof WSBWrestsin parton thesupposeddecreasedpotentialfor high lat-
itude convection given warm polar temperatures. Because seawater density decreases with
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increasing temperature, warm early Cenozoic high latitude surface waters might have been less
dense than those of the modern ocean, with deep convection there potentially less likely. The
existence of an extensive seaway in the net evaporative subtropics might have allowed for the
developmentof asubstantialhighsalinity low latitudesurfacewatermass.Owingto thenonlinear-
ity of the equation of state of seawater, salinity influences on density generally are smaller in
warmer climates and at low latitudes (e.g., Gill, 1982). This adds to the difficulty of creating a
salinity-dominatedTHC. While thedensitycontrastbetweenhighandlow latitudesurfacewaters
may well have been reduced during intervals of extreme high latitude warmth, it would have
requiredasubstantialchangein salinitiesto reversethemeridionaldensitygradient. Newexper-
iments described here attempt to impose such a contrast through substantial changes in moisture
flux distribution.

1.2. Previous Attempts to Simulate WSBW
The hypothesis of WSBW received support from the numerical experiments ofBrass et al.

[1982a, b] andBarron and Peterson [1990, 1991].Brass et al. [1982a] described a simple steady-
state model for one or more turbulent plumes. A plume, driven by an imposed buoyancy source,
wouldentrainoceaninteriorwater, increasein volumetransportanddecreasein densityasit sank.
By assuming that the strength of a deepwater source (the volume flux times the density anomaly
of the turbulent plume) governs its eventual depth and geographic distribution and that this buoy-
ancy flux dependsonly onbasinareaandevaporationrate,Brassetal. hypothesizedthattimesof
large seas in net evaporative regions (e. g. the Cretaceous and early Cenozoic) were times during
which the dominant global bottom water was warm as a result of having been formed in these
regions.

In coarse resolution ocean general circulation model (OGCM) experiments forced by output
from the CCM0 atmospheric general circulation model (AGCM), Barron and Peterson [1991]
concluded that Eocene (40 Ma) paleogeography gave rise to deep convection in the subtropical
northern Tethys Seaway while modern geography and those reconstructed for 20 Ma and 60 Ma
predicted only polar ocean deep convection. They achieved a similar result for a mid-Cretaceous
(100 Ma) paleogeography when atmospheric CO2 was increased [Barron and Peterson, 1990].
However, the simulations of Barron and Peterson neglected continental runoff in deriving the
salinity forcing for the model ocean, resulting in a net negative moisture balance over the global
ocean.

Addressingthisproblem,Biceetal. [1997]showedthatwhile convectionmightstill occurin
theearlyEocenenorthernTethys,dependingonhow continentalrunoff is distributedto themodel
ocean,themostrealisticparameterizationof runoff (usingacrudereconstructionof Eocenedrain-
age basins) results in deep water formation only in the high latitudes. When runoff is distributed
evenly to all ocean model cells or is ignored in the calculation of moisture flux to the surface
ocean,shallow mid-latitudeconvectionoccurs,but theflux of warmsalinewateris small,extends
to depths shallower than 1500 m, does not cause warming much beyond the Tethys basin, and
doesnot resultin thereversalof meridionaloverturningenvisionedby Chamberlin[1906]andby
Kennett and Stott [1990]. In fact, numerous early Eocene global model sensitivity tests using
improved, higher resolution atmosphere and ocean GCMs resulted in the prediction of only high
latitude deep water sources [Bice, 1997;Bice et al., 1998, 2000]. Bottom waters were warmer
than modern because the high latitude surface forcing temperatures were higher. Using the same
ocean model, similar results were obtained byBrady et al. [1998] for the mid-Cretaceous, with
bottom water produced in the Cretaceous southern high latitudes.Brady et al. distributed conti-
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nental runoff evenly to all ocean model cells and observe a region of shallow convection that
agreeswith theTethyanbottomwatersourceregionsimulatedby BarronandPeterson[1991],as
did Biceetal. [1997]whennotusinga reconstructionof continentaldrainagebasins.Thecorrect
explicit treatment of continental runoff is important in terms of its role in deep water formation,
but it is a boundary condition about which there is a high degree of uncertainty for past intervals.
Becauseof this importance,thequestionof whetherWSBWwasformedin theTethysor another
evaporative region during the Eocene or any other interval, or how it was formed, remains unan-
swered.While globalnumericalsimulationsperformedto datedonotsupporttheWSBWhypoth-
esis, the experiments ofBice et al. [1997] point to an increase in salinity in the Tethys Seaway as
a plausible mechanism for initiation of or increase in the flux of a warm saline low latitude inter-
mediate to deep watermass, if one is likely to have occurred.

1.3. Previous Thermohaline Circulation Modeling
Beginning with the pioneering work ofBryan [1986] who demonstrated the existence of

multiple equilibria of the thermohaline circulation (THC) under identical assumed atmospheric
forcing, much modeling work has been devoted to THC dynamics in general (see review in
Rahmstorf et al., 1996).Manabe and Stouffer [1988] found two stable quasi-equilibria of the
THC (and hence of climate) in a global coupled atmosphere-ocean model.Marotzke and Wille-
brand [1991] identified four stable equilibria in an idealized global THC model and argued that
there were unlikely to be more, a picture that was largely confirmed by the more extensive inves-
tigation ofHughes and Weaver [1994].

Past investigations of THC sensitivity to external parameters that are particularly relevant to
the present study have focused on the strength of the freshwater flux forcing, relative to thermal
and wind forcing. In a single-hemisphere sector model with no wind forcing,Marotzke [1989,
1990] found a “collapsed” THC state, that over 7000 model years displayed weak shallow low-
latitude sinking and a warm, saline deep ocean. However, this was not an equilibrium solution.
Eventually, extremely strong convection occurred at middle and high latitudes, a process later
termed“flush” by WeaverandSarachik[1991].This led to extremeTHC strengthandcoolingof
the deep ocean to near high-latitude surface temperatures within about 100 years. This was fol-
lowed by low-latitude sinking again, and the collapse-flush cycle repeated itself. With wind
forcing present,Marotzke [1990] did not find the low latitude sinking (or “warm saline bottom
water” state). However, under stronger freshwater flux forcing,Weaver and Sarachik [1991]
obtained a similar collapse-flush cycle even in the presence of wind forcing and in a two-hemi-
sphere sector model. Subsequently,Weaver et al. [1991, 1993] showed, again in a one-
hemisphere sector model, that increasing the freshwater forcing yielded, in turn, steady high-lati-
tude sinking, unsteady high-latitude sinking, and the collapse-flush cycle (also termed “deep-
decoupling oscillations” byWinton and Sarachik, 1993].Wang et al. [1999a, b] used an ideal-
ized global model to investigate the sensitivity of the THC to changes in freshwater flux forcing.
However, they analyzed only the strength and stability of the “conveyor belt” equilibrium (deep
sinking in the North Atlantic but not in the North Pacific), and, while they repeatedly found col-
lapsed THC states, they did not investigate the issue further.

The crucial point that arises from these studies of THC stability is that, in model runs domi-
nated by salt forcing, a steady-state solution with WSBW was never achieved. Low-latitude sink-
ing asasteadysolutionoccurredonly with weak,purehalineforcing(nothermalor wind forcing)
[Huang, 1994]. We emphasize that the nature of the unsteadiness was not a small variation about
somemean,but thecompletereversalof theTHC asexhibitedduringa “flush.” Thus,thereis the
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following, nontrivial, zero-order question for paleoceanography: Is a WSBW steady-state condi-
tion (aTHC equilibriumwithouthigh-latitudesinking)dynamicallypossibleatall, underrealistic
geometries, and if so, how is a flush prevented from occurring?

Thepurposeof thepresentpaperis to re-examinetheTHC of awarmpolarinterval utilizing
experience from THC studies outside paleoclimate applications. Our approach is intentionally a
“constraining” one, where we attempt to force subtropical convection in the model. In a global
model with realistic paleogeography and mixed boundary conditions, we examine the sensitivity
of theTHC to changesin thedistributionof moisturein thesalinity forcing.Doesapplicationof a
dramatically increased freshwater flux at high latitudes and decreased subtropical flux allow a
“reversal” of meridional overturning circulation? By selecting the boundary conditions appropri-
atefor ~55.5Ma, aninterval of someof thewarmesthigh latitudetemperaturesof thepast90mil-
lion years, we are maximizing the potential for WSBW formation in terms of temperature. We
imply by this that if the moisture flux conditions required to produce subtropical sinking in the
modelareunrealistic,or if subtropicalsinkingdoesnotoccurgivenany moistureflux profile,then
WSBW is not supported for the early Cenozoic and is also not supported for intervals of cooler
polar temperatures with similar geographies.

2. Model Description
Atmospheric boundary conditions for ocean model experiments are taken from an AGCM

simulationrunusingtheGENESISv. 2.0model[ThompsonandPollard, 1997].Topography con-
sists of a 2° resolution reconstruction of 55 Ma paleogeography (Fig. 1) [Bice et al., 1998]. The
model atmospheric composition (CO2 = 800 ppm; CH4 = 16.5 ppm) and poleward heat parame-
terization(7 timesthemoderncontrolvalue)weretunedto produceaqualitatively goodmatchto
published estimates of ~55 Ma sea surface temperatures: approximately 10°C at the poles and
32°C at the equator (Fig. 2a). The simulated 22°C surface temperature gradient yields an 18°C
surface temperature at paleolatitude 63°S, a value within the uncertainty in the 20°C estimate for
Maud Rise at ~ 55.5 Ma [Stott et al., 1990].

Surfaceair temperaturesandeastwardwind stressesat thesurfacewereaveragedzonallyfor
thelastfiveyearsof a27-yearmodelrun(Fig. 2). To obtainamoistureflux forcing(Fig. 3) to the
ocean model, a more sophisticated treatment of AGCM output was required. First, evaporation
minus precipitation (E-P) rate (m yr-1) was calculated and then interpolated to 4° horizontal reso-
lution, with a small global correction applied as necessary to maintain a net zero global moisture
flux. The resulting 2-dimensional E-P field was then compared against the 4-degree resolution
land/sea mask prepared for the ocean model. Net precipitation (negative E-P) over the continents
was summed and redistributed evenly to all ocean areas and the resulting field was averaged zon-
ally. This “global correction”representsanunrealistictreatmentof continentalrunoff, but assures
aglobalmoistureflux balance.Theimplicationsof thisparameterizationwereconsideredby Bice
et al. [1997] and are also examined in the present study.

The ocean model used is the GFDL Modular Ocean Model v. 2.2 (MOM2) [Pacanowski,
1996].Themodelgrid configurationhas4° horizontalresolutioneverywhere,with 15verticallay-
ers, the first nine layers comprising the uppermost 1500 m of the model ocean. The uppermost
layeris 25m thick.The55Ma paleobathymetricreconstructionof Biceetal. [1998]wasmodified
to beconsistentwith the2° resolutioncontinentalreconstructionspecifiedto theAGCM. Thepri-
mary differences between this reconstruction and the modern ocean are a closed Drake Passage
(less than 100 m deep), closed Australia-Antarctic passage, a smaller Atlantic basin and open (to
various depths) low-latitude gateways (Indo-Pacific, India-Asia, Eastern Mediterranean, and Cen-
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tral American passageways). The tectonic evolution of a high latitude seaway(s) between South
America and Antarctica is unsettled, however there is no evidence to support a deep gateway as
early as 55 Ma. The recent reconstruction byLawver and Gahagan [1998] of a narrow, shallow
passage in this region in the early Cenozoic forms the basis for our 100 m-deep “closed Drake.”

All oceanrunsareforcedby “mixedthermohalinesurfaceboundaryconditions”[e.g.,Bryan,
1986;Weaver and Sarachik, 1991;Marotzke and Willebrand, 1991; also used byBarron and
Peterson, 1990, 1991,Bice et al., 1997]. We assume that surface air temperature, surface winds,
and the surface freshwater exchange are controlled by the atmosphere. E-P calculated from the
AGCM is specified to the model, where it is converted to a salt flux assuming a globally constant
reference salinity of 35 psu.

A simple relaxation condition for sea surface temperatures (Newtonian damping toward zon-
ally averaged surface air temperature) is used as an approximation to the more complicated bulk
formulaethatuseseasurfacetemperature,surfaceair temperature,wind speed,andstaticstability.
A Newtoniandampingtimescaleof 50daysis specified.Simplerelaxationis appropriatein these
experiments since we wish to address a first-order question: How strong a salinity forcing is
needed, compared to thermal forcing, to induce WSBW? Variations stemming from zonal depen-
dence of surface air temperature, or from spatial dependence of the relaxation timescale, will be
exploredin futurework. In asimilar vein, theassumptionof annualmeanconditionsallowsusto
pose as simple a problem as possible. While the seasonal cycle is important in water mass forma-
tion, omitting it constitutes a quantitative, rather than a qualitative, simplification (Myers and
Weaver, 1992).In theocean,watermasspropertiesaresetin latewinter, whenconvectionreaches
deepest. Omitting the seasonal cycle from the thermal forcing, therefore, is best interpreted as a
“perpetuallatewinter” scenario,ratherthanforcingwith theannualmean.Giventheuncertainties
in the forcing of any paleo-ocean model, we consider this idealization minor.

The acceleration technique ofBryan [1984] is used, with different timesteps for temperature/
salinity (1 day) and momentum/vorticity (1 hour), but without the acceleration with depth.
Whether the steady-state results are sensitive to the integration technique is tested by appending
to Experiment1 anintegrationperiodwith equaltimestepsafteranequilibriumhadbeenreached
[e.g.,Marotzke, 1991]. The model solution does not diverge from the accelerated run during a
400-year integration with equal timesteps (1 hour).

Because warm bottom water temperatures and abnormal salinities are expected given the
warm polar forcing and the extreme E-P perturbation forcings, the coefficients used in the third
order polynomial approximation to the equation of state are interpolated between minimum and
maximum T and S values that encompass the range of values expected in these experiments. Ini-
tially, the entire suite of experiments was run using 10-32°C and 28-39 psu as the limits for T
and S in the MOM2 density coefficient routine. The results were seen to be insensitive to the
range of values chosen by repeating four runs (Exps. 2-5) with a wider range of values specified
(2-33°C and 0-43 psu) as bounds for the polynomial fit.

The effects of mesoscale eddies are parameterized according toGent and McWilliams
[1990]. The along isopycnal diffusivity and isopycnal thickness diffusivity are set to 1.0e7 cm2 s-

1, andthemaximumisopycnalslopeis 0.01.Thehorizontalandverticalviscositycoefficientsare
1.0e9 cm2 s-1 and 20.0 cm2 s-1, respectively. A constant vertical diffusivity coefficient of 1.0
cm2 s-1 is used. The sensitivity of the model to the specified diapycnal diffusivity is examined in
an additional series of experiments in whichKv equals 0.3. The MOM2 fullconvect option is
enabled, which completely removes static instabilities in the water column in one mixing pass at
every timestep [Rahmstorf, 1993]. Exp. 1 was initialized from a motionless state with uniform
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layer salinities from modern observations [Levitus, 1982], and uniform layer temperatures
warmerthanthemodern,startingat32°C in theuppermostlayeranddecreasingexponentiallyto
15°C at the bottom layer. The solutions were seen to be insensitive to the initial velocity and
temperature structure by repeating Exps. 1-5 initialized with modern layer average temperatures
and a motionless state.

Some further comments regarding the forcing technique used are appropriate here, which
superficially might appear to be technical detail, but in fact reflect something fundamental about
ocean-atmosphere interaction as pertinent to THC dynamics. The use of mixed thermohaline sur-
face boundary conditions means that the atmosphere is assumed to control the exchange of
freshwater with the ocean and is assumed to have an unchanging temperature structure, resultant
from which is a surface heat exchange proportional to the temperature difference across the
ocean-atmosphere interface [Haney, 1971]. While a mixed boundary condition formulation
leaves out some feedbacks, particularly the one between atmospheric water vapor transport and
the THC [Nakamura et al., 1994], it does reasonably parameterize air-sea interaction to lowest
order, and is, under highly simplified circumstances, rigorously derivable from a coupled model
[Marotzke, 1996]. The numerical value of the air-sea thermal coupling coefficient in the Newto-
nian damping law reflects implicit assumptions about atmospheric heat transports [Rahmstorf
and Willebrand, 1995;Marotzke, 1996], and is crucial for the stability of the THC [Zhang et al.,
1993;Mikolajewicz and Maier-Reimer, 1994;Rahmstorf and Willebrand, 1995]. We expect this
coefficient to play an important quantitative role in these simulations. However, we do not
expect the choice of coefficient to have any qualitative consequences. Largely, this expectation
arises from previous experience that has shown that the THC behavior differs quantitatively, but
not qualitatively, between coupled and uncoupled models [e.g.,Bryan, 1986;Manabe and
Stouffer, 1988;Marotzke and Willebrand, 1991;Marotzke, 1996].

While fully coupled ocean-atmosphere simulations are desirable, robust paleoclimate model
studies require that numerous sensitivity tests be performed, an issue we will address here with
regards to the vertical mixing and continental runoff parameterizations. These tests are essential
in order to produce a spectrum of plausible solutions within the limitations of the model parame-
terizations (e.g. diapycnal diffusivity), uncertainty in initial conditions, and uncertainty in
climatic boundary conditions (e.g. continental runoff, evaporation and precipitation patterns,
paleobathymetric reconstructions, to name a few). The utility of existing fully coupled models in
a study such as this is therefore severely limited by their speed.

3. Results

3.1. Control Case and the Response to E-P Perturbations
 In all runs, temperature and wind stress forcing are identical. The ocean model was run first

with the E-P forcing predicted by the AGCM and corrected to account for continental runoff as
described above (Exp. 1). The standard case (1 x E-P) was run for 3000 years, by which time it
had nearly reached steady-state. Then, in order to test the sensitivity of the model solution to the
strengthof thesurfacefreshwaterforcing,E-Pwasmultiplied,uniformly, by factorsof from 2 to 5
(Table1). Thesemultiplicative factorsincreasetheamplitudeof thezonalE-Pforcingwhile keep-
ing its spatial structure constant. The increase in multiplicative factor represents a linear increase
in the subtropical-tropical moisture flux gradient and simulates an increase in the strength of the
atmospheric hydrologic cycle. (Additional experiments were performed using factors of 0.5 and
1.5x E-P. Thesedataarenotshown onFigure4, but areincludedin Fig. 6 andin Tables1 and2.)
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Figure 4 illustrates both the model integration procedure and an important response to the pro-
gressive change in E-P.

The equilibrium state of the standard run has a northern hemisphere intermediate water for-
mationrateof 17Svat44°N, andglobaldeepwateris formedin thesouthernhemisphereatarate
of 65 Sv (Fig. 5). Despite the very warm subpolar temperatures, the maximum surface densities
occur in the high latitudes and global intermediate and bottom waters are formed there, in agree-
ment with previous early Eocene ocean simulations [Bice et al., 1998, 2000]. In the northern
hemisphere, significant convection (to ~1800 m) is restricted to the North Pacific, near the Alas-
kan margin. This water is carried southwestward by a north Pacific boundary current. Intermedi-
ate depth convection (to ~1500 m) also occurs in the Weddell Sea region and this water flows
northwardinto theAtlantic basins.Truedeepconvectionoccursin thesouthernhemispherealong
theAntarcticmargin betweenCampbellPlateauandtheAntarcticPeninsula.Thisbottomwateris
carriedwestandnorthwardalongtheCampbellPlateauandNew Zealandmargin to fill thePacific
deep basin. It flows westward along the New Guinea margin into the Indian Ocean, and is turned
southward around Ninetyeast Ridge and Kerguelen Plateau. This water is prevented by topogra-
phy from flowing directly into the Atlantic basins, however, above ridges south of Africa, this
water mixes with intermediate water formed in the Weddell Sea.

Subtropical convection occurs only in small sites and only to very shallow depths, except in
the Tethys. Minor convective mixing occurs in the subtropics of the western Atlantic and Pacific
basins in the regions of the western boundary currents, in the western Indian Ocean over the
Madagascartopographichigh,andin threesmallregionsin thesubtropicalSouthAtlantic. These
convective sites do not produce discrete watermasses. In the subtropical Tethys basin, convective
mixing occurs in one grid cell on the western basin margin. This mixing ventilates the basin,
which has a maximum depth of 1900 m. Bottom waters in the Tethys therefore derive their prop-
ertiesfrom near38°N andarewarm(~25°C) andsaline(35-35.5psu).Thedensestwaterover the
200-m deep sills would be neutrally buoyant at a depth of 300 m outside the silled basin. This
localized,weaksubtropicalconvectionis similar to thatobservedby Biceetal. [1997] in ahigher
resolution Eocene model with a full seasonal cycle and longitudinal variability in the ocean forc-
ing. Globally, Exp. 1 ocean temperatures decrease from a mean of 27.4°C in the uppermost layer
to 14.5°C below 2500m. Thisbottomtemperaturevalueis aqualitatively goodmatchto tempera-
tures estimated from late Paleocene/early Eocene benthic foraminiferal oxygen isotopes.

In Experiments2-5,asthemultiplicativefactoronE-Pincreases,themeanoceantemperature
increases(Fig.4).Warmingis mostpronouncedin thethermoclineandupperintermediatedepths,
between400and1200meters,andsalinityalsoincreasesat thesedepths(theglobalmeansalinity
is unchanged). In the surface ocean, the nature of the forcing change is to move salt from the
extra-subtropics to the subtropics. As the E-P forcing increases, surface salinity increases at the
latitudes of maximum Ekman pumping (subtropical downwelling). This response alone explains
some of the subsurface salinity increase: water injected into intermediate depths following an
isopycnal surface is more saline.

Themechanismfor thewarmingobservedis lessstraightforwardbecausethesurfacetemper-
ature forcing is unchanged. The increase in salinity in the subtropics causes deepening of isopyc-
nals and any particular density surface then conveys water to a deeper depth. Ventilation of the
thermoclinethroughsubduction[Luytenetal., 1983;Pedlosky, 1984]therebycarrieswarm,salty
water to greater depths, resulting in the observed warming and contributing to the observed salin-
ity increase. On average, isopycnals surfaces deepen by 50-80 m between Exp. 1 and Exp. 2.
Becausethissubductedwatercontributesto intermediatewaterthatis transportedpolewardbelow
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themixedlayer, thechangein waterpropertiesresultingfrom theincreasein E-Pis not restricted
to thesubtropicalthermocline.It is importantto notethat,despitethevery largesubtropicalevap-
oration and very high precipitation at high latitudes, subtropical convective mixing does not
increase and in no experiment does subtropical deep sinking (WSBW, or a “haline” mode) occur.

The global mean steady-state temperature increases logarithmically with the increase in mul-
tiplicative factor on E-P (Fig. 6). The temperatures resulting from factors of 0.5 and 1.5 x E-P
forcing fit this response pattern as well. In the thermocline the salinity increase is linear in direct
responseto thelinearchangein E-P. Flatteningof thetemperatureresponseto theincreasingE-P
gradient (Fig. 6) occurs because salinity-driven displacement of the outcropping latitude of sub-
tropical isopycnals eventually reaches the limits of the region of Ekman pumping. Any further
increase in salinity cannot produce increased thermocline ventilation. At a multiplicative factor
greater than 4, therefore, the subduction response becomes saturated in the experiments.

It shouldbenotedthatthesubtropicalgyremeansalinity increasethatinitiatesincreasedsub-
ductionof warm,salinewateris relatively small.As subtropicalevaporationincreasesby a factor
of 4, the maximum grid point subtropical salinity increases by several psu, but the area averaged
subtropical salinity increases by less than 0.7 psu over the Exp. 1 value (Table 2, Fig. 7). This
dampened response of the mean surface salinity to large, widespread increases in evaporation
occurs because salt is efficiently removed through deepened subduction and lower salinity water
is immediately advected horizontally into the region by surface currents.

Northern hemisphere overturning is shut off by increasing E-P from the standard case to 2 x
E-P (Fig. 8). This occurs in response to the increase in net precipitation and decrease in surface
salinity over the high latitude North Pacific. Although the southern hemisphere high latitude pre-
cipitationalsoincreases,southernhemispheremeridionaltransportis notshutdown.Salinitiesare
maintainedin thesouthernhigh latitudesby theincreasedpolewardadvectionof saltthroughsub-
surface layers from the subtropics. The meridional overturning circulation established in Exp. 1
therefore maintains itself by bringing salt to the high southern latitudes. However, as will be
shown in the mixing events seen in Exps. 3, 4 and 5, this southern sinking is easily reestablished
after being shut off. Boundary current transport of salt poleward and shallowed meridional over-
turning may therefore be as important as deep meridional overturning in initiating and maintain-
ing southern hemisphere deep sinking.

The southern hemisphere transport increase (+1 Sv) in Exp. 2 is not clearly significant and
does not compensate for the loss of northern hemisphere intermediate water production (17 Sv)
seen in Exp. 1. Exps. 3 and 4 also exhibit no northern hemisphere intermediate water source, and
thechangein thestrengthof southernhemisphereoverturningis notpredictable,increasingto 68
Sv in Exp. 3, then decreasing to 52 Sv in Exp. 4.

A strong interbasin longitudinal asymmetry is seen in the model response to changes in the
zonalE-Pforcing.Warmingandsalinity increasesaregreateston thewesternsideof thenorthern
hemispherePacificbasin(Fig. 9). In Exp.2, atabout1000m waterdepth,for example,Kuroshio
Current waters warm ~3-4°C relative to Exp. 1, and California Current waters cool by ~1-1.5°C.
The asymmetric response is similar but smaller in magnitude in the North Atlantic. The South
Atlantic basin warms throughout the thermocline/subthermocline region with greater warming in
the poleward-flowing western boundary current. Subtropical eastern South Pacific warming is 1-
2°C greater than warming on the western basin margin.

The strongly asymmetric response in the northern hemisphere, which is most pronounced in
thePacificbasin,is relatedto theshutdown of theintermediatedepthoverturningthatoccurredin
the control case (Exp. 1). The existence of this cell requires an eastern boundary density lower
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than the western boundary density, so that the THC is in thermal wind balance [Marotzke, 1997].
Weakeningthiscell requirestheeasternboundaryto cool,relative to thewesternboundary, result-
ing in the cold tongue in the East Pacific (Fig. 9). If we consider going from Exp. 2 to Exp. 1,
turning on the sinking in the high latitude eastern North Pacific takes with it the relatively warm
mixedlayerwaterandformsaclassicalventilatedthermoclinetongue.In theSouthernPacific,on
theotherhand,high latitudesinkingpersistsregardlessof theE-Pperturbation,andsothetemper-
ature response is not as large there. Because of the narrow width of the South Atlantic basin,
warm,saltywatersubductedto greaterdepthsin thelow latitudesis largelytrappedin theAtlantic
subtropical gyre, resulting in warming on both sides of the basin. This warming is strongly
enhanced by the shutdown of the Weddell Sea intermediate depth convection with the change
from 1x to 2x E-P forcing.

3.2. Slowing of the Meridional Overtur ning and Transient THC Events
In addition to the strong sensitivity of temperatures to perturbations of the moisture flux dis-

tribution, the quasi-periodic mixing events that occur also deserve close examination. These
events are apparent as rapid warming/cooling cycles in Figure 4. They are most pronounced in
Exp.5 (whichshowednosignsof equilibratingafter8,000modelyears)but werealsoobservedat
the beginning of Exps. 3 and 4.

Experiment 3 was initialized from year 1000 output of Exp. 2, which had a southern hemi-
sphere deep water formation rate of ~66 Sv with deep convection restricted to the Antarctic mar-
gin between Campbell Plateau and the Antarctic Peninsula. When the salinity forcing was
instantaneouslyincreasedto the3 x E-Pcase,deepwaterformationremainedabove60Svfor less
than 80 years and ocean temperatures increased slowly. Then, within one decade, meridional
overturningcirculationdecreasedto 35Sv, thenslowedto asmuchas20Svover thenext several
decades.During thisslowing, nodeepmixing occurredbelow 2000m andwarmingproceededat
a faster rate at all model depths. Then, within 20 years, deep sinking was reestablished in the
southernhigh latitudesandtheoverturingrateincreasedto avalueslightly greaterthantheExp.2
steady-state.

The thermohaline slowing and reinvigoration is caused by high latitude southern Pacific
salinity changes. In the primary region of deep sinking, near Campbell Plateau, surface salinities
decrease rapidly with the introduction of the 3 x E-P forcing, decreasing sinking and slowing the
meridional overturning. At the same time, at several hundred meters depth, salinities begin to
increasedueto increasedsubductionof warmsalinewaterin thelow latitudesandpolewardtrans-
port of this ventilated thermocline water to the Australian/Antarctic margin region. A density
instability eventually develops, driving deep sinking and the return to strong overturning circula-
tion. In Exps. 3 and 4, one or two of these flushing events mix the Pacific sector southern ocean
sufficiently to allow apersistentsinkingstate.In otherwords,in thesouthernhemispherePacific,
thesubsurfacetransportof saltfrom thesubtropicsovercomesthelocaleffectsof thelow salinity
capcausedby very low E-Pforcing.In the5 x E-Pcase,however, thecompetingeffectsof precip-
itation at high latitudes and strong poleward salt transport appear to be roughly balanced when
averaged over a thousand years or more, so that mixing “off/on” events occur repeatedly. Some-
where between a factor of 4 and 5 x E-P, the model, configured as described in Section 2, can no
longer equilibrate and oscillates between an “on” and “off” condition in the meridional overturn-
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ing circulation. No haline circulation mode is ever achieved.

3.3. Thermohaline Response to Perturbation Relaxation
In order to examine the stability of the thermohaline solutions achieved here, “relaxation”

experimentswereperformedin which,for example,Exp.1 wasrepeatedusingExp.2 steady-state
output as the initial condition. The same procedure was performed for Exps. 2 and 3 (Fig. 10).
These relaxation experiments required that the global ocean cool and, in the case of Exp. 1 forc-
ings, that northern hemisphere sinking be re-established. In each case, the model achieved the
same equilibrium state as the runs first forced with that particular E-P case. Given the prescribed
model configuration and forcing profiles, and within the perturbation conditions explored, this
model appears to have one stable mode of equilibrium. This conclusion is supported by the fact
that, early in our study, Experiments 1-5 were each initialized from a motionless state with verti-
cal temperature and salinity structures taken from modern observations. These runs obtained the
same steady-state solutions as those described here. This same stability (also with dominant
southern hemisphere sinking and largely asymmetric meridional overturning) was also observed
in mixed boundary condition runs using the model ofSemtner and Chervin [1992] and a higher
resolution version of the early Eocene paleobathymetry [Bice, 1997;Bice et al., 1997, 1998].

3.4. Model Sensitivity to Diapycnal Diffusivity
The strength of the meridional circulation and, therefore, the model climate state are highly

sensitive to the diapycnal diffusivity (vertical mixing) coefficient chosen. The sensitivity of the
circulationto changesin themoistureflux forcing is alsoexpectedto varywith thespecifiedverti-
caldiffusivity [Zhangetal., 1999].In all theexperimentsdescribedabove,auniformvalueof 1.0
cm2 s-1 was used. Although estimates of the actual values vary and spatial variability certainly
exists,in themodernoceandiapycnalmixing is lowestin theupperthermocline(0.1-0.15cm2s-1;
Ledwell et al., 1993] and can be 1 to 2 orders of magnitude larger in the deep ocean [Toole et al.,
1994;Polzin et al., 1997]. We have no way of knowing the actual mixing value for the early Cen-
ozoic ocean. A uniform value much higher than 1.0 is not clearly defensible for Paleocene and
earlyEoceneexperiments.Thehighestestimatesof verticalmixing ratesin themodernoceanare
thosefor theAntarcticCircumpolarregionandfor specialtopographicfeaturessuchastheBrazil
Basin.While roughtopography andoceanfloor basinstructuresareaslikely to haveexistedin the
early Cenozoic ocean as they are today, no Antarctic Circumpolar Current could have existed
prior to the opening of the Australia-Antarctic Passageway and the Drake Passage.

In order to examine the sensitivity of the model solution to a smaller vertical mixing coeffi-
cient,we repeatedExperiments1, 2, 3 and4 usingauniformvalueof Kv=0.3cm2 s-1. Themodel
wasintegratedin a fashionsimilar to thatdescribedabove.Timeseriesof themeanoceantemper-
aturesareshown in Figure11.Thesmallerverticalmixing coefficient resultsin acontrolE-Pcase
thatis cooler(primarily in thedeepocean)thanExp.1 and,asexpected,hasaweakermeridional
overturning circulation in both the south and north. In addition, the southern overturning is shal-
lower, with transport of less than 5 Sv below 3000 m. With the lower mixing coefficient, the
model shows a higher degree of sensitivity to perturbations of the salinity forcing. The change in
temperaturebetweenthecontrolcase(1 x E-P)andthe2 x E-Pcaseis greaterthan+2.3°C, nearly
1.5°C greaterthanthewarmingobservedbetweenExps.1 and2 (Table1).A northernhemisphere
intermediate water source is again shut down by the increase to 2 x E-P forcing. Even with a fac-
tor of 4 x E-P applied to theKv=0.3 cm2 s-1 model, however, no reversal in thermohaline circula-
tion occurs. Bottom water is formed in the high latitude southern hemisphere and only scattered
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shallow convectionoccursin thesubtropics,asit did in experimentsdescribedin Sec.3.1.At fac-
tors of 2, 3 and 4 x E-P, the lowerKv model exhibits weak stability. Meridional overturning grad-
ually slows producing, for example, the gradual warming trend observed in the 2 x E-P case.
Eventually, a high latitude density instability develops (as described for Exp. 3 and 4 in Sec. 3.1)
and flushing occurs with strengthened Southern Ocean convection. The runs do not oscillate
between thermohaline “on” and “off” modes or between thermohaline and haline modes of circu-
lation.Theinstability is in thestrengthof thesouthernhemispheremeridionaloverturning,which
varies by as much as 20 Sv in a decade. In all cases, renewed overturning is driven by increased
high latitude convection. The temperature dominated model solution therefore appears to be
robust even with a vertical mixing value of 0.3 cm2 s-1, but the model stability is greatly reduced.

Given uncertainty in all boundary conditions (geography, temperature, moisture flux, winds)
applied to a model of the early Cenozoic (or any past time period) it is very difficult to know
which value of vertical mixing results in a “better” paleoceanographic simulation. Values of 1
cm2s-1 and 0.3 cm2s-1 may bracket a reasonable value, but we have no way of verifying this.
Using such a small vertical diffusivity with uneven vertical grid spacing raises the question of
spurious diffusion [Yin and Fung, 1991]. But, as later shown byTreguier et al. [1996] and dis-
cussedextensivelyin Marotzke[1997], theproblemis lessseverethanwasoriginally thought.In
ourexperiments,weseeaclearinfluenceof reducingKv, in keepingwith generalexpectation,but
no suspicious behavior.

Another important result to note here is that the relative response of the model to changing
moisture flux distribution does not change and that the lower value of vertical mixing enhances
thesensitivity of themodelto E-Pperturbations.Thedifferencesbetweenthetwo modelsolutions
given identical boundary conditions but different mixing coefficients should serve as a warning
that paleoclimatic studies employing ocean models can only define the range of solutions plausi-
blewithin thespaceof thepoorlyconstrainedmodelparameters.In theabsenceof sensitivity tests
suchasthis,nooneexperimentshouldbeassumedto provideareliablepictureof pastoceancon-
ditions.

4. Discussion
In the control case, despite the very warm subpolar temperatures, the maximum surface den-

sities occur in the high latitudes and global bottom water is formed there, resulting in a qualita-
tively good match to bottom water temperatures estimated from Paleocene/Eocene boundary
interval benthicforaminiferaloxygenisotopes.This indicatesthathigh latitudedeepwaterforma-
tion aloneis sufficient to accountfor thebottomwatertemperaturesof theearlyCenozoic,aslong
asfossilandgeochemicaldatasupportwarmhighlatitudes.Considerableuncertaintyexistsin the
true nature of the ancient evaporation, precipitation and runoff distribution, but subtropical deep
sinking never occurs in any E-P forcing case examined here, indicating that WSBW is unlikely.
An additional experiment was performed in which continental runoff was parameterized by a
“zonal correction,” i. e. net precipitation was assumed to go into the ocean at the same latitude at
whichit falls overthecontinent.In thatcase,thezonalE-Pforcingresemblesafactorof 1.2to 1.5
times the Exp. 1 E-P (Table 2), but with much higher precipitation at high latitudes. The steady-
statesolutionwith thiszonalrunoff correctionresemblesanexperimentin whicha1.5factorper-
turbation was applied to E-P, but deep convection is less widespread on the Antarctic margin, no
northern hemisphere intermediate water source is present, and the southern hemisphere meridi-
onaloverturningrateis weakerby ~4Sv.Thefact thatadifferentparameterizationof continental
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runoff hasapproximatelythesameeffectasa50%increasein thestrengthof thehydrologiccycle
emphasizes the difficulty and importance of this poorly-constrained boundary condition.

The model shows that global mean ocean temperature and thermocline through intermediate
watertemperaturesarehighly sensitive to changesin themoistureflux distribution.Theresponse
is logarithmicwith theincreasingE-Pgradientandthestrengthof theresponsebecomessaturated
at very high E-P forcing. Despite the weak pole-to-equator temperature gradient, vigorous merid-
ional overturning circulation is predicted with all moisture flux forcings tried, although the abso-
lute value of the overturning is strongly a function of the chosen diapycnal mixing coefficient. A
northern component (Pacific) intermediate source that occurs in the control case is turned off by
an increase in high latitude precipitation, but the dominating southern hemisphere bottom water
sourceis not,becauseof subsurfacetransportof saltto southernhigh latitudes.It shouldtherefore
not be assumed that increased precipitation would have necessarily resulted in a shut-down or
evenweakeningof deepwaterformationathigh latitudesin thePaleocene/Eoceneoceanconfigu-
ration. In the simulations described here, strong subduction and subsurface transport of warm
salty water to high latitudes drives continued strong deep water production rates there.

One of our original objectives was to perform at least one model run dominated by salt forc-
ing in orderto seeif asteady-statesolutionwith WSBWcouldbeachieved.However,despitethe
extreme E-P forcing applied and the low subtropical-to-high latitude surface density gradient
resulting (Fig. 12), subtropical deep water formation did not occur. Because of increased subduc-
tion of salt and horizontal advection of lower salinity water by currents, high salinities did not
develop in the subtropics. With no dramatic widespread increase in subtropical salinities and no
change in the temperature forcing, then, it was not possible to achieve a haline mode of circula-
tion, aresultconsistentwith Huang[1994].Subtropicaldeepconvectionandareversedthermoha-
line circulation (Stommel’s second case) are therefore not supported by these experiments.

Even in the most extreme case (Exp. 5), although the meridional overturning frequently col-
lapsed, it never “turned on” with subtropical sinking, although the subtropical-to-high latitude
surface density gradient was very low. This may occur because, even during years when deep
convectionis notoccurring,thewatercolumnis moreweaklystratifiedin thehigh latitudesouth-
ernPacificthanin thesubtropicsof eitherhemisphere.In asense,earlierstrongmixing therepre-
conditionstheregionandonly a relativelysmalldensityperturbationis neededto re-initiatehigh
latitude deep convection. It should be noted, however, that early in our study Exp. 5 forcing was
applied to a motionless initial condition with a globally uniform, stable stratified T, S structure,
and the model achieved the same oscillating solution with deep convection that, when “on,”
occurred only in the high latitude Southern Ocean, not in the subtropics. This suggests that pole-
wardsalttransport(enhancedby subtropicalsubduction)maybejustasimportantastheexisting
circulation in favoring a high latitude deep water formation mode.

Under what model conditions not explored here might subtropical deep convection and
“reversed”meridionaloverturningbepredictedfor thePaleocene/Eocene?Oneanswermaylie in
theStommel [1961] model itself. If we make our model resemble the Stommel model by remov-
ing bottomtopography andsurfacewind forcing,wemightattainasalinity-dominatedflow under
some combination of temperature and salinity forcing used here. Vertical mixing even weaker
than 0.3 cm2 s-1 might also allow a haline mode (see the discussion of Permian simulations
below), but our experiments suggest that some moisture flux perturbation beyond the control
valuewould likely still berequiredandthatthemodelsolutionis unlikely to bestable(Fig. 11).A
flattened meridional temperature forcing (no gradient) might be conducive to deep convection
under the regions of highest E-P, but a flat temperature gradient implies infinite poleward heat
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transport and the resulting ocean would be isothermal. As long as any vertical temperature gradi-
ent is inferred for the ancient ocean, some meridional surface gradient must also exist. However,
these changes move us even further from realism than the extreme moisture flux perturbations
already tested.

Our lackof a “halinemode”solutionstandsin contrastto recentwork by Zhangetal. [2001]
who achieved a haline mode (weak and unstable) with mixed boundary conditions and an ideal-
ized Permian (~250 Ma) geography. Their study includes a subset of experiments in which tem-
perature and wind stress where unchanged and E-P (converted to a salt flux, as in our
experiments) was increased by at least a factor of 5. With a diapycnal mixing coefficient of 0.5
cm2 s-1, they achieved a haline mode at a factor of 5 x E-P. With a smaller vertical mixing value
(Kv=0.1 cm2 s-1), the haline mode occurred at 2 x E-P. As was shown byZhang et al.[1999] the
lowerverticalmixing valueusedby Zhangetal. [2001]enhancesthemodelresponseto achange
in thesalinity forcing.However,evenwith amixing valueof 0.3cm2 s-1 (Fig. 11),ourmodeldid
not result in a reversed circulation, while Zhang and colleagues observed a haline mode with a
valueof 0.5cm2 s-1. A significantdifferencebetweenourstudyandthatof Zhangetal. [2001] is
the paleogeography used and our use of a complex or “more realistic” bathymetry for the Pale-
ocene/Eocene.Thepresenceof seafloortopographyallowsfor thedevelopmentof deepstratifica-
tion [Vallis, 2000], a condition that makes it more unlikely that a surface salinity gradient can
dominatethemeridionaldensitygradientandforceareversed(haline)meridionaloverturningcir-
culation.Theresultsof Vallis [2000] indicatethatthis topographyneednotbecomplex,but thatit
be present in the region of deep water formation. Since we can not knowa priori where deep
water formation occurred in the ancient ocean we wish to study, this result argues for use of a
“realistic” reconstruction of topography in paleoclimate ocean modeling, as opposed to flat bot-
tom oceans. Unfortunately, the reconstruction of sea floor topography prior to the Cretaceous is
almost entirely unconstrained by data [Bice et al., 1998].

Another result with important implications for paleoclimatic studies is the surface salinity
responsein theoceancirculationmodel.Theassumptionis oftenmadethathighly salinesubtrop-
ical surface waters would be indicative of likely paleogeographic sites of deep convection in sub-
tropical regions, if such convection occurred. To that end, sedimentologic, isotopic or faunal
evidence of saline conditions is sometimes sought [Schmitz et al., 1996]. However, our experi-
ments indicate that,even given very high evaporative fluxes, high surface salinities can be sup-
ported only in very small regions and that widespread regions of abnormally high subtropical
salinitieswouldnotoccur, if subtropicalsurfacewaterpropertiesarebeingmixedinto thesubsur-
face (in this case through subduction/thermocline ventilation) and if the basin is in communica-
tion with the global ocean, allowing through-going wind-driven currents to mix the surface
waters. Once a more restricted Tethyan basin was formed, it is more likely that widespread high
salinities would develop and that a Med Water-like “Tethyan Component” watermass of interme-
diate depth might have existed. It should be noted, however, that widespread evaporites (deposits
of primarily gypsum,anhydriteandhalite)suchasthoseof thelowerEocenein northernPakistan
[Meissner et al., 1974;Pivnik and Wells, 1996] would indicate that such a watermass did not exit
the basin and that salt was instead removed through evaporite mineral formation.

In some respects, the short-lived changes in the meridional overturning circulation observed
at thestartof Exps.3 and4 resembletheresponsesobservedin previousstudiesof THC stability
[Marotzke, 1989, 1990;Weaver et al., 1991, 1993;Weaver and Sarachik, 1991;Winton and
Sarachik, 1993].A “collapsed”THC stateis achieved,it occursin thepresenceof wind forcing,it
is not an equilibrium solution and subsequent flushing occurs. The deep-decoupling oscillations
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appearto betransientresponsesanddonotpersistunlessanextremeE-Pforcing is applied(Exp.
5). Although abrupt, short-lived thermohaline events are inferred from the paleoclimate record
[e.g. the Late Paleocene Thermal Maximum,Miller et al., 1987;Thomas, 1990;Thomas and
Shackleton, 1996],it is notyetclearto uswhetherthemodelthermohalineoff/on oscillationsrep-
resentplausibleeventsfor therealocean.Certainlyaseveral-foldincreasein thehydrologiccycle
can be considered implausible. Resolution of the question of whether transient events at lower E-
P perturbations are realistic will require more extensive model testing, including experiments
with longitudinal variability in forcing conditions and further experimentation with the model
configuration, especially mixing parameterizations.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Reconstruction of the 55 Ma geography at two degree resolution. The solid line indicates
the shoreline. The dashed contours indicate ocean depths of 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 km.

Fig. 2. (a) Temperature (°C) and (b) wind stress forcing (dynes cm-2) used in all experiments.

Fig. 3. Evaporation minus precipitation (m yr-1) forcing used in Experiments 1-5. The control
case(Exp.1) predictedby theAGCM (Exp.1) is indicatedby thedashedcurve.Solidcurvesindi-
cate the 2x, 3x, 4x and 5x E-P cases, with progressively decreasing tropical and high latitude E-P.

Fig. 4. Time series of global ocean temperatures for Experiments 1-5.

Fig. 5. Global overturning streamfunction (Sverdrups) for Exp. 1.

Fig. 6. Global ocean temperature (open symbols) and 400-1200 m average temperature (solid
symbols) as a function of the multiplicative factor on E-P.

Fig. 7. Zonal salinity averaged over the upper 100 m of the model for Experiments 1-5. The con-
trol case(Exp.1) is indicatedby thedashedcurve.Solidcurvesindicatethe2x, 3x, 4x and5x E-P
cases, with progressively decreasing tropical and high latitude salinity. Experiment 5 (the lowest
curve) is shown during one of the mixing “off” intervals of the run.

Fig. 8. Global overturning streamfunction (Sverdrups) for Exp. 2.

Fig. 9. Temperaturedifferencefor Exp.2 minusExp.1, at~1000m depth.Thecontourinterval is
0.5°C. The only region in which cooler values are predicted in the 2 x E-P case is off the west
coastof NorthAmerica.Warmingasgreatas6°C occursalongtheeasternNorthAtlantic margin
and in the Weddell Sea.

Fig. 10. Time series of global ocean temperatures for Experiments 1-4 and the relaxation experi-
ments in which 1x, 2x, and 3x E-P forcing runs were initialized from Experiments 2, 3, and 4,
respectively.

Fig. 11. Time series of global ocean temperatures for Experiments 1-4 (thin lines) and runs in
which the same forcings were used, but the vertical diffusivity parameter was set to 0.3 cm2 s-1

(bold lines).

Fig. 12. Zonal averaged density for the uppermost 100 m of the model for Experiments 1-5. The
controlcase(Exp.1) is indicatedby thedashedcurve.Solidcurvesindicatethe2x, 3x, 4x and5x
E-P cases, with progressively decreasing tropical and high latitude surface densities. Experiment
5 (the lowest curve) is shown during one of the mixing “off” intervals of the run.
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Table 1. Mean ocean temperature and thermocline temperature and salinity.

Experiment
Mean ocean

T (°C)
Thermocline (~600 m)

T (°C) S (psu)

0.5 x E-P 16.4 18.7 34.98

1 1 x E-P 17.0 19.4 35.02

1.5 x E-P 17.5 20.5 35.14

2 2 x E-P 17.9 21.4 35.25

3 3 x E-P 18.2 22.1 35.45

4 4 x E-P 18.3 22.7 35.66

5 5 x E-P ----- does not equilibrate -----

zonally
distributed

runoff

18.1 20.9 35.10

Table 2. Subtropical surface salinity maxima and zonal means (upper 100 m).

Experiment

Maximum
subtropical E-P (m yr-1)

Maximum
subtropical salinity (psu)

Zonal mean
subtropical salinity (psu)

SH NH SH NH SH NH

0.5 x E-P 0.368 0.281 36.07 36.02 35.54 35.52

1 1 x E-P 0.736 0.561 37.16 36.94 35.95 36.03

1.5 x E-P 1.104 0.842 37.46 37.56 36.13 36.26

2 2 x E-P 1.472 1.123 37.56 38.21 36.15 36.17

3 3 x E-P 2.208 1.684 37.64 39.41 36.21 36.12

4 4 x E-P 2.943 2.246 37.66 39.73 36.27 36.19

5 5 x E-P 3.680 2.807 ----- does not equilibrate -----

zonally
distributed

runoff

0.862 0.873 37.25 37.52 36.03 35.71
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